Overview and Exclusive Offer

Digital Workforce Designed
for Today’s Forward-Thinking
Companies
The Digital Workforce—combine artificial intelligence,
machine learning, and Robotic Process Automation.

Are You Ready for the Future
of Your Workforce?
Efficiency in business is all about making the most out of your workforce. The Tangentia
Intelligent Automation (TIA) Digital Worker is a state-of-the-art digital workforce that is
made up of digital workers that come pre-programmed with a wide variety of industry
standard processes that can integrate smoothly with any businesses system.
Tangentia will train these digital workers, program them to learn from experience and
train your employees to work alongside them. The result? A fully functional, finely tuned
workforce that will enhance productivity and functionality across your organization.

What Is The Difference Between A Bot
And A Digital Worker?
Bots—software robots—are task-centric; Digital Workers are built to augment human
workers by performing complete business functions from start to finish. For example, a
Digital Worker can take on the work of regularly submitting invoices through the system
from beginning to end.
Rely on a bot to automate a task. Rely on a Digital Worker to enhance any job role.

Think
Workforce of the Future=
Human + Digital
The future is here...

Act
Digital Worker

Analyze

Benefits of a Digital Workforce

Increase Automation
Capacity
Extend the capabilities of your
task-oriented automation to
include a range of tasks designed
to complete a specific job role
from beginning to end.
Learn More >

Support Specific Roles
Choose the job roles you want
to fully automate or select the
specific tasks to be automated
in order to support human
employee in a certain job role.
Learn More >

Customize to Suit
Your Needs

Control Your
Digital Workforce

Tailor the skills of your digital
workforce by configuring them
to meet the specific needs of
individual departments and
overall operations.

Set the parameters of
your digital workforce to ensure
complete control
over all aspects of the work they
perform.

Learn More >

Learn More >

Cross-Departmental
Functionality
Increase efficiency in customer
service, human resources,
helpdesk and other departments
by assigning digital workers to
take care of mundane tasks.
Learn More >

Improve Interactions
Communicate and collaborate
easily with your digital workforce
via email, workflows and
collaboration tools, just as you
would a human employee.

Learn More >

Example Digital Workers
Digital Sap Accounts
Payable Clerk

Digital Oracle Accounts
Payable Clerk

Digital Oracle Accounts
Receivable Clerk

The Digital SAP Accounts
Payable Clerk automates
recurring tasks like Invoice
Processing, Reconciliation, and
Processing payments against
those invoices by implementing a
combination of IQ and routine bots
to create a streamlined
workflow.

The Digital Oracle Accounts
Payable Clerk offers a wide
range of functionality within
the Oracle E-Business Suite,
capable of reducing time spent
by AP professionals on tasks
like invoice processing by 60%
while maximizing accuracy (up to
100%).

• Reads incoming email
following predefined rules,
in the AR professional’s
account
• Downloads the attachment
from the email
• Validates downloaded
reports

Learn More

Learn More

Learn More

Digital Azure
IT Admin

Digital Google Cloud
IT Admin

Digital AWS
IT Admin

This Digital Azure IT Admin
supports an IT Cloud
Engineer/Administrator in User
Management, Instance Creation,
and generating
Utilization Reports for the
company’s Azure usage.

The Digital Google Cloud IT
Admin’s skills include user
management, Virtual Machine (VM)
Instance creation, and generating
utilization reports for the
company’s Google Cloud usage.

This Digital IT Operations
Specialist supports an IT Cloud
Engineer in User
Management, Instance
Creation, and generating
Utilization Reports for the
company’s AWS usage.

Learn More

Learn More

Learn More

Why Tangentia and Automation Anywhere?
Tangentia Automation Anywhere is an enterprise-grade RPA solution that can expedite
your pathway to implementing powerful AI technologies. Tangentia can simplify the
process of implementing and configuring your Automation Anywhere solutions, help
you build a powerful Center of Excellence (COE) for your company, and provide the
training and support your teams need.

Unbeatable Cost Savings

24/7 Support

Competitive Edge

When you are working within
a tight budget and a tight
deadline, we can deliver at
the right price precisely when
you need it.

Our offices in Canada,
the United States, and India allow
us to provide around-the-clock
support via phone or email no
matter where you are.

Our decades of experience
have made us a leader in
helping companies use digital
technologies to maintain their
competitive edge.

Largest Automotive Dealer Becomes
Automation Anywhere’s First Customer in India
There’s no better time than now to adopt Cloud. For us at Indus Motors, it’s been
a seamless experience, right from awareness to visualizing the end state of our
transformed business. We were particularly keen on a few aspects while selecting
our automation partner – short lead time for adoption, ease of use, scalability and
epeatability across processes. We found an effortless match when we evaluated
Automation Anywhere through Tangentia, our technology partner. We are excited about
the future of our business with automation and are proud to be the first A2019 customer
for Automation Anywhere in India.

Afdhel Abdul Wahab
Founder Indus Go

Limited Time Offer
Expand Your Workforce
Without Expanding Your Budget
Buy Automation Anywhere software
licensing today and get:

15

Months

for the
price of

12

Months

Get in touch with a Tangentia
team member to learn more.
hello@tangentia.com

*An exclusive offer from Tangentia.
Offer ends, November 30th, 2020.

